
Right Arm 'Round. Ella Grace
Harrison, Wesley Bellomy, Peyton partners, John Russell, Meredyth Pope,
Patrick, and Drew Spires take part in the Mason Gibbons, and Kaitlyn Thoma,
Virginia Reel. Mrs. Nicholson has always Easy a~Pie~,Coach Atkerson and Ms. form a tight circle of four. This move, Promenade Around the Tow
taught RWA students how to square Owens enjoy a pie facial as a part of a called by Mrs. Nicholson "spin like Eight graders Alyssa Atkerson and To
dance from an early age fundraiser for the JUniorclass sponsored thunder" resulted in many laughs and a Johnson promenade around the GIrd

. Fall Festival. For over a week, students few diz~y dancers. Students of all ages have gai
voted on the teacher they wanted to see appreciation of square dance
get "pie-d" the most. throughout the years.

Wyatt Raley and I.

Juliet Pineda duck low to go under a bridge in the Virginia Reel. Hudson
Wade attempts to toss a ring around the pumpkin in the game directed by
Austin Knox and Alex Scott. ' Jr. class president, Sarah Coleman, is given
instructions on who 10 "pie" by Mrs. Lisa Davis. Peyton Patrick, Brinson
Baker, Kitt Nicholson, and Brantley Caulder hold hands eagerly awaiting Mrs.
Nicholson's next call. • Emma Castles, Drew Spires, Autumn Keys, and
William Spang circle to the left. Anna Grey Walters and Josh Ellisor squeeze
through a tight tunnel during the Virginia Reel.: Meredith Pope and Marshall
Gibbons circle roun' as partners .v The "Head Couple," Ella Grace Harrison
and Zach Bowens, divide the ring. • Brantley Caulder and Maggie Hughes
"dig for the oyster" under Landon Caulder and Anna Grace Martin's
outstretched arms. The kindergartners circle up as they go "Loop-de-
Loop." Samantha Blair prepares to paint a picture on Marshall Gibbons'
face. All the dancers participate in The Snake. ' Drew Spires plays the

red the rase "like t to find a needle in a haystack."


